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I.

•INTRODUCTION
The first attempts to develop a quantum theory of gravity are almost

as old as quantum field theory itself [1,2].
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With the development by Dirac [3]

of a consistent treatment for constrained Hamiltonian systems, the way was
paved for the canonical formulation of a quantum theory of gravity.

Today,

the use of the canonical formalism in the reduction of the Einstein
gravitational action to Hamiltonian form is well Known [^-6].

However,

the passage from the classical to the quantum theory using the substitution
of dynamical variables by operators and Poisson brackets (P,B.) by commutators
is complicated by the problem of operator ordering [7,8]

so that one is left

with the choice of either abandoning the canonical approach or to study
simplified models.
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Along the lines of the latter, one can consider a system

in which all but a finite number of degrees of freedom have been frozen out
by only allowing the geometry to remain within a certain specified class [9,10],

T. Christodoulakis ** and J, Zanelli ***

i.e. by considering special solutions to Einstein's equations.

The resulting

"quantum cosmology" is more manageable than the full theory because it is
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.
essentially an ordinary quantum mechanical model.

In this way attention

can be focused on the problems which are peculiar to the gravitational field
rather than those which are common to all quantum field theories. In
particular, the phenomenon of gravitational collapse and the influence of
quantum effects upon it can be sensibly discussed in this context.
ABSTRACT

since singularities were

Indeed,

proven to be a quite general feature of classical

general relativity [ll], it is expected that quantum gravity will give the
1
A Robertson-Walker universe coupled to a spin — Dirac field
is quantized following Dirac'3 formalism for constrained Hamiltonian
systems.

I t is found that in nearly a l l cases it can be asserted

that the universe avoids the collapae.

final word.
In this paper we consider the quantization of the Robertson-Walker
geometry coupled to

an anticommuting spin — matter field.

Nelson and

Teitelboim [12] have thoroughly discussed the constrained Hamiltonian system
of gravity plus a Dirac field.

The difference between their approach to the

classical problem and ours is their-use of commuting instead of anticommuting
spinors and our particular choice of geometry,whieh makes the discussion of
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the constraints a lot simpler in our case.

The quantum cosmological problem

with fermions has also been discussed by Isham and Nelson [13]. They do not
discuss the constraints a la Dirac and this leads them to conclude that no
fermions can be supported in a Robertson-Walker universe with k f 0; for
k = 0 the fermion mass is quantized and its quanta are of the order of the

*
**
***

To be submitted for publication.

mass of the known universe.

In our treatment of the problem we carry out

On leave of absence from Hellenic Research Establishment,
kH Vas. Konstantinou Avenue, Athens, Greece.
On leave of absence from Universidad de Santiago de Chile,
Av. Ecudaor 3h69, Santiago, Chile.
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Dirac's programme first and once the Dirac brackets have been defined and the

-

and, in particular,

- A

second class constraints put strongly to zero, the transition is made to quantum
mechanics.

s'"

The only first class constraint j-f •%, 0 becomes the "Schrb'dinger

equation" j

0.

In this way we find that for k ^ 0

fermions are not only

consistent with a R-W background, but the probability density of the universe,.
R

|IJJ| ,vanishes as R •*• 0 - signalling .a possible avoidance of the singualrlty .In

the case

k = 0

fermions can be defined as well and we find that R

\i>\ + 0 as

R + 0, but depending on the fermion number, the wave function might be non-

A bar under a latin index indicates that i t refers to tangent space.

normalizable.

notation and y— matrix

(For

conventions see the appendix.)

Since the 3-space is homogeneous and isotropic, we expect the spatial
dependence of
THE ACTION

II.

i^ = 4>(t).

iC to be t r i v i a l , therefore we assume, following Ref.13, that

The Lagrangian (2.2) then takes the form

We are i n t e r e s t e d i n t h e Robertson-Walker geometry described by t h e
metric

(2.4)
where

s = l\

{d.l\

} L,

£-— .

The quantity

s

can be evaluated knowing

the Lie brackets of the triad fields
0 "

b

(2.1}

\)

(2.5)

±,3,k, e t c . - 1,2,3.
Both N and R are only functions of the time parameter
A,.

i s the metric of the three space of constant

It = +1, - 1 , 0 ) .

curvature

k

x

and

where the Lie bracket [Z ,Z, ]j, is the operator

S ML

(in our units

The source term required by Einstein's equations Is provided
{2.6)

by a massive Dirac field with Lagrangian
Putting (2.5) and (2.6) together we find [±k]
(£.2)

(2.7)
where

v =3

- IB

and B = f e .

W, V , p , . . . e t c .

-

= 0 - 3

a, b , c,...etc. = 0 - 3

4

a r e world

abu

The full (gravity + matter) action is

indices

are tangent space indices.

(2.8)
The tetrads

e

are in this case

where v e have absorbed a factor l6ir in
arid we work in the units in which
the scalar curvature R

€ v
-3-

(2.3)

the normalization of the spinor field

c = H = G - 1.

is found to be [15]

For the metric in question

-1J

i_

R

R

III.
(2.9)

THE CLASSICAL EQUATIOHS
The Euler-Lagrange equations obtained from (2.13) are as follows:

and
(3.1)

Since the only relevant co-ordinate of the problem is t = x , the integration

(3.2)

over three space can be carried out, yielding an action in terms of the
dynamical variables

H(t), N{t), i/i(t) and

(3.3)
(2.10)
where

c^. =

(l - kr )

(3.1*)

=°

d x is an irrelevant (possibly infinite) constant

which does not affect the variation of S, and
On the other hand, the Einstein equations

G

«= T

(3.5)

In (S.10) one can eliminate the H and H terms by partial integration;
the result is

(2.I
Although the constant

e

becomes infinite for t v< 0

read

(3.6)

0 n~

(open space), it just

accounts for the fact that the proper volume of three space is infinite. In
fact, it can be checked that the equations obtained below by variations of
(2.12) convey the same information as the ten Einstein equations [l6]. So,

„
_ ,1 .
_k
_
i
ton
where ft. . = (— fi, . £ . w
-E
w . ) ^
.
IJ
2 ij
I mnk
i£ mnj c

we will take as our starting point the action

F i n a l l y , t h e equations for ifi, % a r e t h e same as those obtained
2.13)

from t h e v a r i a t i o n s of (2.1t)or {2.9).

Combining ( 3 . 3 ) and (3.1*) one g e t s t h e

equation
where we have again absorbed a numerical factor into the normalisation of

I/J.

-o
which is the form Eq.(3.6) takes upon integration over

(3.8)
d x. Using (3.8),

Eq.(3.5) reduces to (3.1) and (3.7) to (3.2), thus showing the equivalence of
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the two treatments. Our interest is now to proceed to quantize this system
in the Haroiltonian form, so we will not attempt to solve the classical
equations (3.l)-{3.>+) in contrast with other studies (see e.g. Henneaux [15]}.
Before going on to the next
our treatment does not give r i s e to
tpY^i - TY-t as in Ref.13, but only
we disagree with Isham and Kelson's
I|I = 0. Indeed, i t is easy to check
means that iji i s of the form

section, we would like to point out that
two separate constraints ipY^Yc-'l' = 0 =
to the combined form (3.8). Furthermore,
conclusion [13] that ^ . f J = 0 implies
that for commuting spinors t h i s only

VI
41 - e L

Here we have assumed the spinor field \Ji to be an anticommuting object, so
that we must distinguish between left and right derivatives [18]. The
canonical Hamiltonian is

where

-be

M
The time evolution of any function of the canonical variables will be

"Where the five parameters a, b , a (3 and £1 are r e a l , corresponding t o the
eight variables of i|i restricted by three relations. For anticommuting
spinors there is more freedom due to t h e i r nilpotent character and one can
choose for instance

given by its Poisson bracket with

H, where

H - M-c
in which

u^j u , u-

are arbitrary Lagrange multipliers.

The preservation in

time of the constraints (k.l)-(l*.3) leads to the consistency requirement
are real Grassmann numbers. If
s
are ordinary real numbers and
a
we set, for example, X = A
and X = X> , the constraints are identically
where

(U.7)

satisfied.

IV.

THE COHSTRAIHTS

Among the dynamical variables H, H, i)i and ip (or -i/ ) , we immediately
note that there exist some constraints that prevent us from expressing
•'velocities"in terms of momenta and co-ordinates [3]. Indeed, from the
definitions of the canonical momenta we find the primary constraints:

The equations for <b and <j- do not give new constraint relations; they
are just equations for the functions u u- . After this point, no new
constraints are found by the requirement that they be preserved in time.
From (U.7) we observe that the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of cons t r a i n t s , as is the case for any theory which is invariant under r e par ametrizations in time. We also note that M is indeed a Lagrange multiplier
which is not restricted by the equations of motion; we need not worry about
i t s dynamics and the term Un7*]] cajrl ^ e dropped from the Hamiltonian.
In order to distinguish betveen constraints which reflect invariances
of the system (first class) and those that correspond to redundancies of
variables (second class), we calculate the P.B. of the constraints:

-7-

""¥¥1

arid

c

(it.8)

ft:

0

8*

0

(4.9)
Then, the elimination of the redundant variables can be carried out by cal(it.10)

culating all Dirac brackets among the dynamical variables and then setting
*

= o = 4 - .

Thus we find

{our notation is [R,¥R] = 1 , { t t ,

From (It.8} and (4.9) i t would seem as if a l l our constraints were second class,

•r->' + j*=o

hovever the linear combination

(it.17)

(U.18)

where

i.12)

commutes with both
constraints

A

a 0 a:

and

4>~ , and i s therefore f i r s t

class.

+j = 0

The two

instead,are second class and linearly independent.

The second class constraints come from the fact that the Dirac Lagrangian is
first order in the velocities and therefore the set
artificially large;

The Hamiltonian is now, after setting

I|I , if , IT , IT- is

and i t i s obviously f i r s t
+

I|I

only half of these variables are really independent.

class.

In view of (U.17), we can rescale

so t h a t t h e i r ant i commut ator i s normalized.

Let

x =

H

+

a n d

*

and

X =

H

then we find

This redundancy has to be eliminated from the theory 'before quantization.
This can be done consistently if one uses, instead of the Poisson brackets,
the Dirac brackets

(It.21)

{t

(It.22)
(It.13)
where

C

O.U Secret

is the inverse of C. =

(U.23)

class co
In our case we find

p^

..t
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* •

One can choose the Schrodinger representation for R

and

Now we are ready to make the transition to quantum mechanics; the
truly independent dynamical variables are

R,fl_,xand x > their Dirac

-

J

brackets are explicitly given and the only first class constraint, H » 0 , is

L-

*-

On the other hand, i t is clear from (5.3) that

(U.25)

A+

xa,

%a

w e , respectively,

creation and annihilation operators of a fermion in the state
on which

where

(5.7)

~ L SP.

expressed in terms of those as

H

IT.
R

x

an|

i

X

a .

The states

&ct fora a l6-dimensional space whose basis, in the

occupation number representation,

is

(U.26)

S tKe

and

(4

U.27)
represent the purely gravitational and fermionic parts, respectively.

V.

C5.a)

QUANTIZATION
The transition from classical to quantum mechanics is carried out with

the prescription

The final step in setting up the quantum theory is to substitute the first
class constraint

H«0

t>y the condition
(5.9)

(5.1)
on the quantum s t a t e s .

Thus, the Dirac "brackets (U.15), (U.2l)-(lt.2l*) become

a)

(5.2)

The fermlonie part
We observe that since

choose the wave function

(5.3)

f

R commutes with both

(5.5)
(5.6)
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and

X , one can

to be a simultaneous eigenstate of

In a straightforward way one finds the eigenvalues of
eigenvalue

-o

x

HF

R and

Hj,.

to be [19]

degeneracy

2X

1

X

It

0

6

-X

It

-2\

1

-12-

(5-10)

where

tfe want the inner product te * • indep«iiflent of the eo-ordiaate choice so that
. - J

b)

our predictions make sense, i . e . the inner product must be an invariant

2

W\ + ,7i

The bosonic part

which in turns means

It is immediately obvious that in order to give meaning to (5.9), one
must first resolve the ordering ambiguity for the kinetic term

TrfVR

of

H,,.

(5.15)

Superficially it might seem like one ordering would be as good as any other,
however at least in this simple case it can be shown that this is not so. We
first observe that the problem originates because the kinetic term in the
Lagrangian i s of the form B•2
E which becomes TT S /
in the Hamiltonian. If
one makes the canonical (point) transformation H = X ' ,the kinetic term in
,o
OP
L

is

ItX /9

and in

H i t becomes

~ p

.

brackets are unaffected by this transformation.)

(One can verify that the Poisson
Then, in the Schrodinger

One can now check that the operator

—1/2 3
^1/2 3
R~
-^ (R"
J^-) is indeed hermitian

under this inner product.
It must be stressed that the preceding is not a purely academic argument
since the scalar density which is to be interpreted as the probability density
of finding the universe with a radius in the neighbourhood of R is

representation we can take
(5.16)

and not just
(5.11)

|f(H)|

as it might seem naively.

This will be of crucial

importance in the discussion of singularity at R = 0.
Collecting the above results, one arrives at the "Schrcxiinger

One thus arrives at the natural prescription

equation" for the quantum system:

r\
I~R
(.classics I!'*/ I

f

i t s adjoint.
self adjoint.

= T?

and

and

where A(R)

I t might be objected that the result (5.12) is not manifestly hermitian:
assuming if

(5.17)

n = ±2, ±1, 0.

16IT

R = R, the right-hand side of (5.12) is not equal to

On the other hand, the kinetic term in the x-respresentation is
What t h i s indicates is that in making the transformation

x -» E

VI.

one has to define the inner product in the Hilbert space consistently so that
the result of (5-12) Toe hermitian.

In fact,

p

is hermitian under the

inner product

THE SOLUTIONS
In looking for solutions of (5.17) we will distinguish the three

cases

H = 0, - 1 , +1.

R ->0

will be given, since this will suffice to discuss the problem of

In some cases only approximate forms for R-»oo and

singularities.
(5.13)

-Ik-13-

a)

It • 0
In t h i s caEe

s • 0

and

ft 4 e""1

X = m, then equation (5.17) becomes
In the limit

(6.7)

R + 0 the equation becomes
(6.8)

This is a modified Bessel equation and the two linearly independent solutions
so that the behaviour of

are [20]

f(R)

i s again (6.U):

(6.9)
H(1 '2) are Bessel functions of the third kind. The asymptotic behaviour

where

c)

of the two solutions is

i) In this case the equation takes a simple form only for m = 0
(6,3)

( l s)
So, for

n ^O,

f

are not norm&lizable and for

solutions i s convergent and normalizable while
In the region

n > 0 , one of the two

the other blows up at large

I t s solutions can "be expressed in terms of Whittaker's functions [£0]:
R.

B ^> 0
(6.1*)

b)

fc

= -1
How (5•17) becomes

where

H , M

are some constants.

For

R •* =• we find, up to constants,

?
The equation is not exactly solvable now, but we can study its behaviour

(6.12)

while for R -» 0

for R-»oo and 8 -*0. In the R-*oo region we find that for any n the
equation is
(6.13)
{6.6)
ii) The case m ^ 0 cannot loe solved in closed form. For R
which gives asymptotically unnormalizable waves

-15-

equation reads

-16-

the

e)

In the only case in which the solutions are sensitive to the

presence of matter (i.e. k = 0) we see that if n > 0 the wave function is
more divergent at infinity than in the matter free case, while for
wave function damps off rapidly.
whose solutions are again expressible in terms of Eessel functions.

Thus we

If 8
8

|*(R)\
|*(R)\

n < 0 the

is to be interpreted as a

probability density, this might be related to the fact that the universe would
tend to an infinitely expanded state or it would remain bounded, depending on

find

the state of matter.
d)
(6.15)

For

The system we have discussed above can be considered as a very

simplified version of a cosmological model, presumably applicable at the very
-kh
early stages of our universe (t ^ 1 0
sec, after the big bang). In that case,

R -> 0, the equation reduces again to ( 6 5 ) , therefore
the behaviour of the wave function as

R^»oo (t —»oO) would be irrelevant and

one should put a cut-off at a sufficiently large

3

(6.16}

be expected to describe that region accurately.

E , since the model cannot
On the other hand, if the

model is a good reflection of what happens for small H, the statement P(R)
Tf y n

seems more compelling and one should perhaps believe that quantum gravity
effects can prevent our universe from collapsing.
VII.

DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTIONS
a)

1
l/2
o B"
"' ^|T(E)

We observe that in all cases

\"- •* 0 as E •+ O which

can be interpreted to indicate that the probability of finding the universe
in a neighbourhood of the collapsed state

H =0

is vanishingly small.

This

VIII.

probabilistic interpretation however breaks down when the wave function f(R)

SUMMARY
We have discussed the quantization of the Robertson-Walker geometry

is not normaliaable as it happens for k = 0, n $ 0 and for k « - 1 , any n;

interacting with a homogeneous distribution of fermionic

so one can genuinely state that the collapse is avoided in the remaining

of Dirac [3] was used as the only guide to formulate the problem.

cases:

quantum problem was set up following the standard prescriptions.

k = 0, n > 0;

k = +1,

One can relax this criterion to include

solutions which are not square integrable

but bounded as

done in scattering problems in quantum mechanics.

b)

Note that the result

R

|T| + 0

a property of H

R -* 0

of ordering is uniquely and unambiguously resolved using the freedom to make
canonical transformations in the classical theory before quantizing. In this

as R-» 0 is due entirely

are of the form

E

p

with

p Z-0. This is

alone, so one might be tempted to say that even in the

absence of matter (H = 0 ) , there is no collapse.

simple case i t is not necessary to give up hermiticity, as in more complicated
situations[7,8],
always

Finally, we find that the solutions to the quantum problem

predict a vanishing of the probability density at E « 0, which can be

interpreted in most of the cases as a genuine avoidance of the collapse, without
resorting to ad hoc potential barriers [9] at E= 0,or other a r t i f a c t s .

This is true in the cases

k = ±1 since our results in those cases do not depend on n. For k = 0
however, this would not be true since if we set

The
The problem

E + », as it is

to the fact that in aJ.1 cases the two linearly independent solutions of the
Schrodinger operator for

The method

In this case one can also

accept the solutions for k = -1 as genuine non-collapsing cases.
£

matter.
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APPENDIX

BEFEREHCE3

Conventions
We adopt the flat (tangent space) metric
n a b = diag (-, +, + , + )

(A.I)

[l]

L. Rosenfeld, Ann. Physik 5., 113 (1930);

S. Phys. 6l, 589 (1930).

[2]

P.G. Bergmann, Helv. Acta Euppl. lj_, 79 (1956);

[3]

P.A.M. Dirac, Can. J. Math. 2_, 129 (1950);

and references herein.

Lectures on Quantum Mechanics

(Academic Press, Hew York 1965).
We define the Dirac matrices to satisfy

[1*]

(y°) 2

[5]

so that

Y

= Y

Ya Y

•

Finally, the

T*

y

=

Y1

Phys. Rev.

11U, 92>t (1959).

(A.2)

We also choose them to be either hermitean or anti-hermitean

Y°* = -Y° .

P.A.M. Dirac, Proc. Roy, Soc. (London) ASU6, 333 (1958);

R. Arnowit, S. Deser and C.W. Misner in Gravitation:

An Introduction

to Current Research, Ed. L. Witten (Wiley & Sons, Hew York 1962).
[6]

•

(A.3)
[7]

matrix is taken as

C. Teitelboim, "The Hamiltonian structure of spacetime", Ph.D. Thesis,
Princeton University, 19T3, unpublished.
J. Anderson, Phys. Rev. Ui_, 1182 (1959);

in Proceedings of the First

Eastern Theoretical Physics Conference, Ed. M.E, Rose (Gordon and
Breach, Hew York 1963).

CA.lt)

so that
(A.5)
and
a

W , yj

= o

[8]

A. Komar, Phys. Rev. D20, 830 (1979).

[9]

E. De Witt, Phys. Rev. DlfiO, 1113 (1967).

[10]

C.W. Hisner, Phys. Rev. 186, 1319 (1969).

[ll]

S.W. Hawking and G.F.R. Ellis, The Large Scale Structure of Space Time
(Cambridge University Press, UK, 1973).

An explicit representation of the

Y-matrices with these properties i s
[12]

J.E. Kelson and C. Teitelboim, Phys. Lett. §9_B, 8l (1977);

Ann. Phys.

(H.Y.) 116, 86 (1978).

-i F 1
where

a

Y ^

are the Pauli matrices.
ab

°

,

The matrices
i

a b

= - rr [Y ,Yn ]

a ab

(A.6)

C J . Isham and J.E. Helson, Phys. Rev. D10, 3226 (197^).

[l^t]

See for example M. Ryan, Hamiltonian Cosmology (Springer Verlag,

are defined as

New York 1972).
[15]

S. Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology (J. Wyler, Hew York 1972).

[16]

It is a common feature of these highly symmetric theories that the

(A.T)

Then we find
ab+
0 ab 0
' ~ -Y a Y

(A.8)

Bt = -Y° B, Y°

(A.9)

a

[13]

action can he substituted by a reduced form of this type.

See for

example W.E. Blyth and C.J. Isham, Phys. Rev. Dll, 768 (1975);
M. Heuneaux, Phys. Rev. D21_, 857 (1980).

and

(A.10)

[17]

In this section we follow very closely the methods of Ref.12 adapted
to our particular case and using anticommuting instead of commuting

With these definitions one can check that

I#

-T 0
, iijiy
YS*> e"tc. are hemitean (real).

spinor variables.
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Note that it would be wrong to claim that the diagonalizability of
A

implies

means that

F

as it can be easily seen to be false. This only

IL, commutes with the

which has eigenvalues
[20]

H

A

[H ,fLj = 0

i:

fermion number" operator cly^ 7~nrr H_,

n = ±2, ±1, 0.

M. Abramowitz and I.A. Stegun, Eds. Handbook of Mathematical Functions
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